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Introduction 
In Western populations, bladder cancer is the 4th most common 

malignant neoplasm in men and the 8th in women. It occurs mostly due 
to smoking and exposure to aromatic amines and is a disease of the 
old with mean age of 75 years. It accounts for 6% and 2% of all cancers 
in males and females respectively, with a male/female ratio of 3:1 
[1]. About 90% of all bladder tumors are Urothelial Cell Carcinomas 
(TCC), 5% are Squamous Cell Carcinomas (SCC) and the remainder 
is rare tumors as adenocarcinoma, carcinosarcoma and sarcoma toid 
lesions [2]. 

 In Egypt, bladder cancer for males accounts for 42.4% of all 
cancer cases, while in Females it accounts for 17.99%, making it the 
leading cancers in Egyptian patients with a percentage of 32.67%. 
Population was 195/1,000,000/year for males and 38/1,000,000/year 
for females [According to the NCI report of Cancer Distribution, 
NCI- Cairo University (1997)].

The gold standard for bladder cancer screen ing is still urinary 
cytology, as it is a non-invasive, safe and inexpensive. Although it is 
highly specific, the results are not reproducible and the interpretation 
is highly dependent on the skill of the operator. In addition, it exhibits 
variable sensitivities depending on tumor grade and cannot exclude the 
presence of malignancy [3]. This calls for the search of other markers 

for the screening of bladder cancer which should be specific, sensitive, 
reproducible, non-invasive and at acceptable cost. 

Telomeres are protective structures that cap the ends of eukaryotic 
chromosomes and are composed of both repeated DNA elements and 
specific DNA-binding proteins. Telomeres are essential for maintaining 
genomic stability and loss of normal telomere function can lead to 
end-to-end fusions and chromosome loss by exonuclease digestion [4]. 
Degradation of te lomeres appears to constitute a signal with which a 
cell is no longer able to undergo cell division [5]. Telomerase, an RNA-
dependent DNA polymerase, maintains telomeric DNA. Telomerase 
synthesizes telomeric DNA sequenc es and almost universally provides 
the molecular basis for unlimited proliferative potential. Te lomerase 
activity was found to be absent in most normal human somatic cells 
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Abstract
Aim of the study:  This work aims to search for mark ers suitable for the screening of bladder cancer, which 

should be specific, sensitive, reproducible, non-invasive and at acceptable cost. 

Patients and methods:  The study included 45 patients diagnosed as bladder cancer (30 TCC, 15 SCC) of 
different stages and grades, 20 patients with various urothelial diseases, besides 15 healthy volunteers of matched 
age and sex to the malignant group.

A random midstream urine sample was collected in a sterile container for the determination of telomerase by 
RT-PCR, keratin 20 by RT-PCR and immunohistochemical staining, urine cytology in addition to DNA dielectric 
properties.

Results: All parameters (telomerase, K20, cytology and DNA dielectric properties) for the malignant group 
showed significant difference from both the benign and the control groups. With respect to the grade, only K20 
showed a significant positive correlation with grade in both TCC and SCC. 

Conclusion: K20 is the best candidate as screening test for the diagnosis of bladder cancer, representing the 
highest sensitivity and specificity, beside the radiological and histopathological studies.

As a method, RT-PCR is superior to immunostaining for the detection of bladder cancer, meanwhile K20 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) results were much better than urine cytology as a bladder cancer screening test. 
Haematuria and inflammation reduced the specificity of telomerase assay, which reduced its validity as a tumor 
marker of bladder cancer. The studied DNA has a dielectric dispersion in the frequency range used. There is 
change in the electric properties of DNA of bladder cancer patients. The dielectric properties of DNA may be used 
as valuable supplementary markers in diagnosis of bladder cancer.
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but present in over 90% of cancerous cells and in vitro  immortalized 
cells [6]. 

In humans, over 85% of malignant tumors express telomerase 
activity whereas most so matic tissues do not [7]. Increased telomerase 
activity strongly correlates with increased ma lignant potential 
and stage, in addition, genomic instability associated with loss of 
telomere sequences correlates with a late stage development of colonic 
carcinomas [8]. Telom erase especially helps in certain tumor types, 
where indeterminate cases are common, with general specificity of 91% 
and sensitivity of 85% [7]. 

Telomerase-based methods can be applied in body fluids and 
washes, making sample col lection easier. This, however, might pose the 
difficulty of sampling error and the presence of infiltrating lymphocytes 
or other cells, giving false positive results [7]. For detection of blad der 
carcinoma in urine specimens, telomerase proved far more sensitive 
than cytology or other available screens. The sensitivity of telomerase 
RT-PCR assay ranged from 75.6% to 94%, compared with 34% to 51% 
for routine cytology and the specificity ranges from 72% to 100% [9-
12]. 

Cytokeratins (40-70 kDa) are the major structural proteins in the 
cytoplasm of epithelial cells and their derivatives. They can be subdi-
vided into two major types, I (acidic, K9-K20) and II (neutral / basic, 
K1-K8). Keratin filaments are built from lateral and longitudinal 
interac tions involving types I-II heterodimers [13]. Each type of 
epithelial cells synthesizes at least one type I and one type II keratin, 
which co poly merize into filaments [14]. The organization of keratin 
filaments and their association with plasma membranes suggest that 
their principal function is structural to reinforce cells and to organize 
cells into tissues. Keratin filaments are characterized by tissue-specific 
expression patterns from early embryogenesis onwards, suggesting that 
these proteins are important in defining tissue structure and potential 
function [15]. Keratins also influence the availability of regulatory 
molecules such as apoptosis-inducing factors, heat shock proteins or 
signaling mole cules affecting the sensitivity of cells to proliferative and 
apoptotic stimuli and play a role in cellular stress responses and drug 
resis tance [16]. Keratin 20 (K20) is the most recently iden tified type I 
keratin protein of 46 KD, which shows a limited pattern of expression 
in normal tissues [17]. K20 is co-expressed along with K18 and K19 in 
the same intestinal cell types, which suggests that these three types I 
keratins may have redundant or complementary functions [18]. 

The expression of K20 in urothelium was restricted to superficial 
‘umbrella’ cells even in the presence of severe inflammation. Only 
ma lignancy induced alteration in K20 expression pattern. It has been 
suggested that the pattern of K20 immunohistochemical staining 
is a useful adjunct to morphology in the diagnosis of urothelial 
dysplasia, since only malignant cells will show K20 immunostaining 
[19]. Because of the lack of immunological cross-reactivity with other 
cytokeratins, K20 has become an important tool for delineating the 
origin of metastatic human carcinomas arising from an unknown 
primary source [20]. Recently, several reports have suggested the use 
of a reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction tech nique for 
the detection of K20 expression in exfoliated urine cells as a useful, 
noninvasive diagnostic test for urothelial carcinoma and premalignant 
urothelial lesions [21,22]. 

Dielectric properties of various biological materials have been 
previously investigated to get attractive information about their 
structural changes under any internal or external effects [23-25].

The main goal of the present work is to search for a suitable marker 
in order to screen bladder cancer, which should be specific, sensitive, 
reproducible, non-invasive and at acceptable cost.

Materials and Methods
 The study included 80 subjects classified into three main groups:

I- Malignant Group: Includes 45 patients (35males and 10 females) 
with mean age of 60.9 ± 9.6 years, diagnosed as bladder cancer patients 
and confirmed by pathological

examination of the biopsies [26-28]. This group was further divided 
according to the type of tumor into two main subclasses:

1- Urothelial cell carcinoma (TCC) patients: 30 patients of grades 
I, II and III.

2- Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) patients: 15 patients of grades 
I, II and III.

II- Benign Group: Includes 20 patients (15 males and 5 females) 
with mean age of 58.5 ± 7.3years, with various non-malignant urothelial 
diseases including pyelonephritis and cystitis with and without stone 
formation.

III- Control Group: Including 15 apparently healthy people (12 
males and 3 females) with mean age 56.5 ± 6.1 years, as normal and 
healthy controls.

All the patients of the malignant and benign groups involved in the 
study were chosen from those admitted to the Urology Department in 
the Faculty of Medicine Cairo University Hospitals between January 
2010 and May 2010. All the patients of groups I and II were subjected 
to thorough clinical examination and history taken.

Methods

Specimen collection: A random midstream urine sample was 
collected from each patient in a sterile container. Each sample was 
divided into four aliquots: (1) 100 µl aliquot was separated collectively 
for bacterial culture, (2) 1 ml aliquot stored at -80°C until used to 
extract DNA for the measurement of dielectric relaxation (3) 10-15 
ml aliquot for urine cytology and keratin 20 immunostaining, and 
(4) the remaining urine sample was used for RT-PCR of telomerase 
and keratin 20. For aliquot 3, the cells shed in urine were separated 
by centrifugation at 4000 xg for 10 minutes then slides were made for 
urine cytology and immunostaining. For aliquot 4, cells shed in the 
urine were separated by centrifugation at 4000 xg at 4°C for 10 minutes 
then washed in PBS then the cell pellet was stored at -80°C until RT-
PCR was performed. 

For all the specimens collected from all groups, the following was 
carried out:

I- RT-PCR: For the detection of telomerase and keratin 20 
expression. The method involves:

1- Extraction of mRNA. The cells were dissolved in TRIzol® 
Reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, U.S.A.), which is a mono-
phasic solution of phenol and guanidium isothiocyanate. RNA was 
isolated according to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified 
spectrophotometrically.

2- RT-PCR. Reverse Transcription and PCR were carried out by 
a single-tube, singlestep Ready-to-Go RT-PCR Beads (Amersham 
Biosciences, U.S.A.), which utilize Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus 
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(MMuLV) reverse transcriptase to synthesize first strand cDNA from 
RNA. For each of the three cDNAs to be amplified: telomerase, keratin 
20 and Glyceraldhyde Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GPDH); a pair of 
primers (GenScript Corporation, U.S.A.) were used as forward and 
reverse primers, their sequences are shown in (Table 1).

3- Electrophoresis of PCR products. RT-PCR products were 
separated by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gel prepared in Tris Acetate 
EDTA electrophoresis buffer.

Primer  Sequence Amplified 
segment

 Telomerase F
 Telomerase R

 5' - CGG AAG AGT GTC TGG AGC AA - 3'
 5' - GGA TGA AGC GGA GTC TGG A - 3'

 145 BP

 Keratin 20 F
 Keratin 20 R

 5' - GAG GTT CAA CTA ACG GAG CT - 3'
 5' - TCT CTC TTC CAG GGT GCT TA - 3'

 253 BP

 GPDH F
 GPDH R

5' - CCA TGG AGA AGG CTG GGG - 3'
 5' - CAA AGT TGT CAT GGA TGA CC - 3'

 208 BP

The following protocols were used for each of the cDNAs amplified:

 Step  Telomerase
 & GPDH

 Keratin 20  Cycles

Reverse 
transcription  30 min at 42°C  1

cDNA 
Denaturation  5 min at 95°C  1

Denaturation  94°C for 45 sec  94°C for 1 min  35 cycles for
 Telomerase and GPDH
 40 cycles for keratin20

Primer Annealing  60°C for 45 sec  55°C for 2 min
Primer Extension 72°C for 90 sec 72°C for 2 min
Final extension 10 min at 72°C 1

II- Urine cytology: The slides were fixed in 96% ethyl alcohol and 
subjected to Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining.

III- Immunohistochemical staining: Slides of exfoliated cells 
sedimented in urine were prepared, fixed and stained with mouse 
anti-keratin 20 antibody and visualized by Anti- polyvalent/HPR/DAB 
Detection System (Spring Biosciences, Fremont, CA).

IV- Bacterial culture: 10 µl of urine were inoculated into blood 
agar and MacConkey agar plates, incubated for 24 h in 37°C then the 
colonies were identified using API system Viable count was done by 
the method of El Salahy [29].

V- Dielectric Properties of DNA: DNA isolation Kit supplied 
by Qiagen (cat. No. 51306) used to extract DNA from urine sample. 
The concentration of the DNA for all samples estimated is diluted in 
sterilized water to below 1%. 

Dielectric measurement

Dielectric measurements were run in the frequency range from 
0.1 to 10 MHz using a loss factor meter type 1033 RFT (Verlustfaktor 
Messgerkt Funkwerk, Erfut, Germany). During measurements the 
sample with the cell was kept at 20 ± 0.1C in a temperature-controlled 
incubator (Type 2771 Kőlermann, Germany). The measured values of 
capacitance (C) and resistance (R) were used to calculate the real, ε′, 
and imagenary, ε”, part of the complex permittivity ε*; ε*= ε′− ϕ ε″, 
using the following equations: 

i) ε′= εο C k , k = 1 cm-1 (cell constant that depends on the cell 
dimensions)

ii) Loss tangent: tan δ = ε″/ε′= 1/ 2πf RC so ε″ = ε′ tan δ

iii) The Conductivity σ = k/R ( Ω-1 m-1 )

iv) Relaxation Time τ = 1/ 2πfc, fc is the critical frequency 
corresponding to the midpoint of the dispersion curve.

 v) The plot ε’ vs ε” (Cole - Cole plot) will produce a circle of radius 
½(εo + ε∞)

vi) It was shown by Cole and Cole that the angle θ = απ/2. This in 
turn enable to estimate the Cole and Cole parameter, α, experimentally, 
so α = 2θ / π. 

vii) Complex permittivity. The dielectric dispersion (Δἑ) was 
calculated by applying the relation. Δἑ = εs - ε∞  

Statistical analysis

The statistical methods and analysis for evaluation of the results 
were done by calculating arithmetic means and standard deviations for 
the malignant, benign and control groups and dielectric measurements. 
All these measurements had been done for all groups reading of the 
three runs was used to calculate the means and standard deviations 
for each group. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used to determine the 
significant differences among values of different groups. A P<0.05 was 
considered significant.

Results
Figure 1 represents examples for the RT-PCR results of (a) 253 bp 

band of K 20, (b) 145 bp band of telomerase and (c) 208 bp band of 
GPDH. 

Figure 2 shows positive cytoplasmic K20 staining of malignant cells 
in urine cytology in a case of TCC and the H & E staining of the same 
case. 

Figure 3 shows positive deep cytoplasmic staining with K 20 
antibody of malignant cells in urine cytology in a case of SCC and the 
H & E staining of the same case.

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of the permittivity and dielectric 
loss (ε’ and ε”) plotted on the left y axis and the conductivity (σ) plotted 
on the right y axis as a function of the frequency for DNA suspension 

Figure 1: Representative RT-PCR results analysis for (A) 253bp band of K20, 
(B) 145 bp band of Telomerase and (C) 208 bp band of GPDH. M: DNA size 
marker 100bp.
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of control group and for DNA suspension of malignant group (hollow 
symbol) respectively. It is clear from the figures that ε’ passed through 
a dielectric dispersion in the frequency range demonstrated and the 
decrease in the values of ε’ was accompanied by an increase in the 
values of conductivity which is a confidence in dielectric measurements 
[26]. This strong dielectric dispersion in the β region (0.1–10 MHz) 
for the samples is mainly due to protein and/or DNA, and counter ion 
molecular relaxation [23].

The results also indicate that the values of ∆є’ and σ are much 
higher for malignant group than normal group. Figure 5 shows the 
dielectric relaxation characteristics of benign group as compared with 
normal group. The results indicate pronounced changes in the values 
of ∆ε’ and σ for the samples from benign group approximately similar 
to normal tissue. The values of ∆ε’, σ, relaxation time (τ) and Cole-Cole 
parameter (α) were calculated for DNA suspension samples from all 
groups and the average values were considered and given in Table 1.

Discussion
Bladder cancer has always received much attention in Egypt due to 

its high prevalence, with high mortality rates and the distinct pattern 
that was different from that reported in western countries [27].

 Cystoscopic evaluation forms the basis of bladder cancer diagnosis 
and staging. Cystoscopy has a number of disadvantages such as the 
discomfort, risk of urinary tract infection, pain and cost. In addition, 
it fails to detect dysplasias and Carcinoma In Situ (CIS). All this makes 
cystoscopy unsuitable for screening [1]. 

 The golden marker for bladder cancer screening is still urinary 
cytology, as it is non-invasive, safe and inexpensive. It depends on the 
microscopic examination of urine sediments, to search for the probable 
presence of malignant cells [27]. Our results for urine cytology are 
comparable to those reported in literature. The specificity of this 
method was 100%, and when it came to sensitivity, it was only 50%.

The very low sensitivity of urine cytology renders its results 
inconclusive when it was used for screening for the presence of bladder 
cancer. All this calls for the search for new non-invasive markers for 
the detection of bladder cancer which should be specific, sensitive, 
reproducible, uninvasive and at acceptable cost.

Figure 2: Positive cytoplasmic K20 staining of malignant cells in urine cytol-
ogy in Case of TCC. (K20 IHC:100). 
In set: Malignant cells in the same case of TCC in urine (H&E:100)

Figure 3: Positive deep cytoplasmic staining of malignant cells in urine 
cytology in a case of SCC (K20 IHC: 100).
In set: Malignant cells in the same case of SCC in urine (H&E: 100). 

Figure 4: The variation of the relative permittivity є’ (■), dielectric loss ἕ (•) 
(left scale) and the electric conductivity σ (▲) (right scale) as a function of the 
applied frequency in the range of 0.1–10 MHz for DNA suspension of control 
group (solid symbol), and for DNA suspension of malignant group (hollow 
symbol).

Figure 5: The variation of the relative permittivity є’ (■), dielectric loss ἕ (•) 
(left scale) and the electric conductivity σ (▲) (right scale) as a function of 
the applied frequency in the range of 0.1–10 MHz for a DNA suspension of 
control group (solid symbol), and for DNA suspension of benign group (hol-
low symbol).

Pram. Sample ∆ε' τ (µs) σ (Ω m)-1 α
Control 1254 ± 35 0.30 ± 0.010 4.90 ± 0.22 0.05 ± 0.01

Malignant 1979 ± 44 0.34 ± 0.012 11.50 ± 0.33 0.20 ± 0.02
Benin 1344 ± 37 0.32 ± 0.011 6.24 ± 0.25 0.11 ± 0.01

Table 1: The values of ∆ε’, σ, relaxation time (τ) and Cole-Cole parameter (α) for 
DNA suspension samples.
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Keratin 20

 K20 was measured by RT-PCR and by immunohistochemical 
staining of tumor cells shed in urine of bladder cancer patients. RT-
PCR method as expected is reflecting much higher sensitivity and 
specificity than immunostaining. RT-PCR had a general sensitivity 
of 80% and specificity of 86%, while immunostaining showed 58% 
sensitivity and 80% specificity. In the study conducted by Southgate 
and Harnden [28] a much higher sensitivity and lower specificity for 
RT-PCR have been reported (sensitivity was 91% and specificity was 
67%). On the other hand, K20 immunostaining reflected better results 
than urine cytology with a higher sensitivity (58% vs. 50%), especially 
in low-grade tumors, where cytology failed to detect malignancy, 
immunostaining gave better results.

 K20 over expression was more prevalent in SCC patients (86.7%) 
than in TCC patients (77.1%). These results were in agreement with 
the results of El Salahy [29] who reported a similar profile with higher 
prevalence of K20 over expression in SCC than in TCC. However 
contradictory results were reported by Gee et al. [30] who claimed all 
SCC bladder tumors to be lacking K20 expression.

There was no statistically significant difference between TCC and 
SCC of the bladder, which reflects the inability of K20 as a tumor 
marker to differentiate the two types.

K20 expression showed no correlation with the grade of the disease 
in bladder TCC and SCC. Others had reported a correlation of K20 
with grade in TCC and in SCC [28,31] a correlation that was missing 
in our study.

In a study by Golijanin et al. [32] that aimed to evaluate K20 
immunostaining for bladder cancer diagnosis, it resulted in 81.6% 
sensitivity which was much higher than the sensitivity reported in our 
study (58%) and 77% specificity that was close to that recorded in the 
current study (80%). 

When comparing RT-PCR and immunostaining of K20 as 
a bladder cancer detection techniques, immunostaining has two 
major advantages of lower cost and high specificity, opposed by 
non-reproducibility, low sensitivity and inherent technical risks as 
background staining which could result in false positive results. On 
the other hand, RT-PCR carries the advantages of high sensitivity and 
reproducibility with the disadvantage of high cost.

Telomerase

In our study, telomerase was expressed in a high percent of the 
malignant group, with an overall sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 
only 66%. The sensitivity and specificity detected in our study were 

much lower than those reported in literature, where sensitivity ranged 
from 86% to 95.7% and specificity from 90% to 100% [33,34].

In our results, there was a high positive prevalence in patients of 
the benign group, which greatly reduced the specificity of the assay. 
This high positive rate in the benign group is most probably due to 
haematuria and Inflammation. Since leukocytes, whether from blood in 
urine or from inflammatory reaction at the bladder, express telomerase 
and that expression is most probably the source of the positive results 
rather than the epithelial bladder cells.

The studied parameters (K20, Telomerase and cytology) are 
presented in (Table 2). In all parameters the malignant group was 
significantly different from both the benign and the control groups. In 
telomerase, the benign group was also significantly different from the 
control group. None of the three – studied parameters was correlated 
to stage of the disease. The RT-PCR data of telomerase and keratin 20 
are represented in (Figure 6).

Dielectric properties

The dielectric properties of a DNA suspension of control group and 
DNA suspension of malignant group shown in (Figure 4) indicated that 
electric conductivity and permittivity have much higher values in DNA 
of malignant patients than of normal DNA (Table 1). These data are 
in agreement with Surowiec who reported that both permittivity and 
conductivity of breast carcinoma tissues (20–100 MHz) were higher 
than those of normal breast tissues [35].

It is well known that the dielectric dispersion in the frequency 
range 0.1 MHz–10 MHz for biological cells is mainly due to counter-
ion polarization [23]. Therefore the increased values of permittivity 
and conductivity for malignant DNA suspension, as compared with 
normal DNA suspension, indicate larger increase of the counter ion 
molecules intensities for malignant DNA and hence increase the 
whole surface charge and charge distribution [23]. The pronounced 
decrease in counter-ion molecule intensities and the values of dielectric 
increment, permittivity, and conductivity, may be a result of changes in 
the metabolic functions of DNA benign group.

Conclusion
In conclusion, K20 is the best candidate for screening tests for 

bladder cancer, representing the highest sensitivity and specificity. 
Meanwhile, though telomerase was a sensitive enough marker, it 
reflected a high false positive rate that could put at risk its validity for 
screening of bladder cancer. K20 immunostaining gave much better 
results than standard urine cytology, so K20 IHC can replace urine 
cytology as a bladder cancer screening test. Dielectric properties of DNA 
may be used as an effective method for detecting malignant tumors. 

Object K20           Telomerase Cytology Bacterial
RT - PCR IHC Infection

M ± SE (AU) % > UL % Positive M ± SE (AU) % > UL % Positive % Positive

Control 14.3 ± 1.5 1/15 6.7 % 0 % 29.3 ± 5.9 2/15 13.3 % 0/15 0 % 1/15 6.7 %
Benign 13.8 ± 0.8 4/20 20 % 20 % 61.8 ± 8.5* 14/20 46.7 % 0/20 0 % 10/20 33.3 %*  

Malignant 27.5 ± 1.6*# 40/45 89 % 26/45 58 % 117 ± 10.3*# 39/45 87 % 23/45 51 %*# 33/45 73.3%*#
TCC 27.8 ± 2.6*# 25/30 83.3% 13/30 43.3 % 111.6 ± 14*# 23/30 77 % 16/30 53.3%*# 21/30 70 %*#
SCC 28.4 ± 3.1*# 13/15 86.7 % 6/15 40 % 124.9 ± 16*# 14/15 93.3% 6/15 40 %*# 12/15 80 %*#

* Compared to control group,   # Compared to benign group,  Significant when p< 0.05
% > Upper limit = patient number more than 20 AU for K20 and 30AU for Telomerase.

 Table 2: Percent positivity of all parameters and the difference between all groups.
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It can be used with the combination of such molecular techniques to 
facilitate and improve early diagnosis of bladder carcinoma. 
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